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A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE OPERATING-HOLDING DICHOTOMY

AND THE DISTRIBUTABLE-N0NDISTRI3UTABLE DICHOTOMY

ABSTRACT: Income measured by deducting costs at date of sale is referred

to as "operating profit" or as "distributable income," depending on who

is recommending the measurement rule. The operating-holding distinction

has been criticized as an artificial dichotomy, and the concept of

physical distributabliity has been criticized for limited applicability

to dynamic businesses. This paper uses a series of coordinated cases to

demonstrate that both problems are caused by the commonly accepted

measurement rule and not by the concept of physical distributability. A

simpler measurement rule is shown to be conceptually valid, and the

general process of conceptual validation is recommended for improving

accounting disclosures and related research.
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A COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE OPERATING-HOLDING DICHOTOMY

AND THE DI3TRI3UTABLE-N0NDISTRI3UTABLE DICHOTOMY

One of the major goals of the Financial Accounting Standards Board

is to aid users in assessing erosion of physical operating capability.

[FASB, 1979, pp. 1-2] "An excess of dividends over current cost income

indicates that operating capability has decreased" because current cost

income indicates the firm's "distributable income." [p. 59]

Distributable income is "the amount of cash that may be distributed

without reducing the [physical] operating capability of the enterprise."

[p. 60] Current cost income is calculated by matching revenues with

current costs "at the date of sale" [p. 17] rather than costs at date

of acquisition (historical costs).

Griffin [1982] and Frishkoff [1982] report that considerable

resources have been spent and will be spent in researching whether it is

useful to report the effects of changing prices, including these

estimates of distributable income. The FASB says that usefulness

requires representational faithfulness of the numbers as well as

relevance of what the numbers are purported to represent [1980], but the

reports of Frishkoff and Griffin do not mention any studies that deal

with the general issue of representativeness. While Frishkoff suggests

that computational issues are of less urgency than empirical studies

[pp. 45-46], thi3 paper is motivated by the opposite view, expressed by

May and Sundem:

A first step in predicting ultimate consequences of policy
decisions is to predict their affect on financial statements.
Therefore a priori research, which predicts the financial statement

effects of alternative measurement and reporting rules, can be an

important research contribution. [1976, p. 753]



In keeping with this view, this paper addresses two issues: (1

)

whether "cost at date of sale" (the CDS rule) is valid for representing

amounts that are distributable without reducing physical operating

capability, and (2) the conceptual relationship between distributable

income and (current-cost) "operating profit," which is defined in terms

of the CDS rule [Edwards and Bell, 1961]. Recent articles in this

journal by Samuelson [1980] and Revsine [1981] recommend operating

profit/CDS rule for measuring distributable income and do not indicate

that any other rule might be more reliable for that purpose. It is

especially important to determine the validity of the CDS rule because

Edwards and Bell use the same rule for calculating operating profit, as

distinguished from "holding gains," a dichotomy that has been severely

criticized by Drake and Dopuch [1965] and Prakash and Sunder [1979]. It

is significant that distributable income is discussed as if it were part

of the operating-holding dichotomy, whether the physical capital concept

is being criticized [Prakash and Sunder, 1979, p. 13] or defended

[Samuelson, 1980, p. 260].

This paper demonstrates that (1 ) the CDS rule cannot be relied upon

to represent distributable income and (2) the operating-holding

dichotomy is logically inconsistent with the

di3tributable-nondistributable dichotomy. Analysis of verbal

descriptions of physical distributability shows that operating profit

misrepresents distributable income under rather common operating

conditions and can even provide reverse rankings of actual amounts

distributable. The analysis is extended to derive an alternate

measurement rule that seems to be valid even in cases of physical



growth, where the CDS rule is the least reliable. The paper concludes

with a discussion of implications for the FASB's experiment with

accounting for changing prices

.

Background

It should be noted that the CDS rule was recommended for measuring

distributable income several decades before Edwards and Bell recommended

that rule for measuring operating profit [1961]. Schmidt [1931], noted

that

Accounting for profit on the basis of original cost does not show

what the cost of production would be on the date of sale and does

not provide for maintaining the productive power of the plant....

[p. 291]

Schmidt's solution was to measure each expense by "the current

replacement value on the date of sale" [p. 291 ] to arrive at "true

distributable profit" [p. 293].

The relative recency of Edwards-Bell view may help to explain,

however, why distributable income is often described as "operating," as

opposed to holding. For example, Gynther estimates distributable income

by excluding "holding gains" [1966, ch. 8], and Revsine uses both

"distributable" and "operating" in naming his criterion [1973? ch. 5] •

Thus it would seem reasonable to conclude that "operating profit" and

"distributable "income" (while maintaining physical productive power)

are interchangeable names for the same concept. If they are identical,

then criticisms of one would logically apply to the other.

The question of conceptual identity is addressed below by focusing

on the FASB's earlier criticisms of the physical interpretation. In its

Exposure Draft on accounting for changing prices [1978], the FASB



rejected the physical interpretation on the basis of two conceptual

weaknesses

.

1 . A rigid application of the physical productive capacity concept
of capital would deny the possibility that earnings can be
increased by the wise timing of purchases of assets for use by
the enterprise, in spite of the clear benefit of such a

transaction to investors who are interested in increasing their
purchasing power. The concept can be adapted to avoid that
anomaly but only at the cost of an increase in complexity.

2. [The] physical productive capacity concept appears to be more
readily applicable to a static enterprise rather than the
dynamic situation involving changing methods of production and
changing mixes of activities that characterizes modern
business. [1978, pp. 35-36]

If these allegations are true, then the concept of physical

distributability is generally irrelevant, for few businesses are static

and businesses obviously vary in the wiseness of their purchases.

The 1978 Exposure Draft does not demonstrate the nature of these

conceptuual weaknesses, and Statement No. 33 does not explain why they

were no longer important in 1979, when the physical concept was embraced

as a major goal. A possible explanation is the FASB's intent to provide

information with "acceptable reliability" [1979, p. 55] , rather than

maximum reliability that could only be obtained with complex adjustments

that are not cost-effective [p. 56, pp. 58-59]. If the concept is

irrelevant, however, there is no level of reliability that would make

the resulting measurements useful. [FASB, 1980] Thus, it seems

worthwhile to determine whether these two weaknesses are inherent in the

concept of physical distributability or are caused by the measurement

rule used to operationalize the concept.



THE OPERATING-HOLDING DICHOTOMY

The investigation considers four examples with variations in the

timing of purchases. This section considers two firms that are static

in the sense that ending inventories are physically identical to

beginning inventories. This condition makes it easier to determine

actual amounts distributable and thus easier to determine whether the

CDS rule is valid. The subsequent section considers two firms that are

dynamic in the sense of inexact replacement, one case with inventory

erosion and the other with growth. For ease of comparison, all firms

begin with the same physical capital and have identical sales during the

year. Their current-cost balance sheets and cash flows are given in

Exhibit 1 (at end of text).

Variations in Purchasing Efficiency

Firms A and B represent cases of .replacement "lags" and "leads"

(relative to date of sale) that are common for many businesses.

Although Firm A might have replaced the sale at a cost of $110 on

10/31/xl, it did not actually replace until 12/31/x1 when the cost was

$112. Firm B might have replaced on either of these dates, but Firm B's

manager thought it would be wiser to order replacements on the basi3 of

forecasted sales. Based on a somewhat optimistic forecast, he borrowed

$108 to purchase a unit of inventory on 8/31/x1, thereby incurring costs

of $1 for interest plus $1 for additional storage for two months prior

to the actual sale on 10/31/x1. Even so, Firm B's manager thinks he

operated more profitably than Firm A.

The opposite result is indicated by the operating profits reported

in Exhibit 2. After deducting cost at date of sale and other expenses



that the reader can verify from Exhibit 1 , Firm 3's operating profit is

$2 or 25 percent less than Firm A's operating profit. The difference is

traceable to $2 of addicional holding costs incurred by Firm B for

interest and storage. Charging holding costs against operating profit

and not against "holding gains" is an oddity of the operating-holding

dichotomy that has already been pointed out by Drake and Dopuch [1965]

and Prakash and Sunder [1979]. The FASB's "current cost income" is

measured the same way. [1979, pp. 17-13]

Yet the facts of these cases indicate that Firm B was operated more

profitably. One might be persuaded by the fact that nominal "business

profit" [Zdwards and Bell] and ending cash are both higher for Firm B,

but this evidence alone is not conclusive. The most persuasive evidence

would not be available to an external user, but it is available to us.

Relative to Firm A, Firm B saved $4 by purchasing earlier and only

incurred $2 in additional costs, which seems to be a relatively wise and

efficient way of operating.

Cause of the Problem

There is indeed a problem here, but it is not caused by the concept

of physical distributability. For example, Samuelson defines

distributable income as "an amount that could be distributed while

keeping intact the physical capital of the enterprise" [1980, p. 266].

In these first two cases, it is clear that each firm can distribute its

ending cash balance while keeping physical capital intact. Firm B's

distributable income is $8, 33? more than the $6 distributable by Firm

A. Rather than denying that earnings can be increased by the wise

timing of purchases, the concept of physical distributability confirms



such an increase when the concept's verbal definition is applied

directly to the facts.

Therefore, the problem must be caused by the way in which the

concept has been operationalized. "Operating profit" ranks these firms

in reverse order of actual amounts distributable because it is

arbitrarily defined in terms of the CDS rule. If sales were replaced on

the date of sale, the CDS rule would produce a reliable measurement of

distributable income (but it would not necessarily produce a meaningful

distinction between operating performance and holding performance). If

there is any change in costs between date of sale and date of

replacement, however, use of the CDS rule will penalize wise purchasing

and reward poor planning. Since the latter condition is more common,

the CDS rule is generally unreliable for representing distributable

income. (Whether it can represent some other attribute is left for

others to debate.)

THE DISTRI3UTABLE-N0NDISTRIBUTABLE DICHOTOMY

The preceding diagnosis of the problem implies that operating profit

would also be unreliable for dynamic businesses. Firms B and C are

representative of cases where inventory levels vary from year-end to

year-end, also common occurrences contrary to the assumption that sales

are replaced always and only on the date of sale. As indicated in

Exhibit 1 , Firm C is identical to Firm A except that Firm C did not

replace the unit sold. Firm D is like Firm B except that Firm D

purchased two units on 8/31/x1, borrowing the total cost of $216. Half

of the principal and $2 interest was paid after the sale on 10/31/xl.

Another $1 was paid for accrued interest on 12/31/x1, and additional
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storage costs were $3 ($2 for September and October plus $1 for November

and December)

.

These latter cases provide greater challenge for the concept of

physical distributability. Amounts distributable are obvious for Firms

A and 3 because they exactly maintained physical capital. For the same

reason, however, distributable income seems identical to predistribution

net cash flow. If the concept were only applicable to such static

cases, there would be no need to report income and cash flows, for the

two statements would provide the same information. It is in the dynamic

cases where distributable income would seem to be more useful because

cash flows would no longer indicate profitability. For example, what

part of Firm C's $118 cash flow is distributable? Can Firm D only

distribute its $4 cash flow, or would it still be better off physically

after such a distribution? Or is the concept of physical

distributability even applicable to such firms?

Definitions of Physical Distributability

The answer depends on whose definition is being being applied and

how strictly one interprets its wording. Samuelson's definition

"assumes that management intends to replace physical capital" [1980, p.

266] , and the Sandilands Committee defines it as "the amount that could

be distributed after making sufficient provision to replace the physical

assets held by the company as they are consumed or wear out" [1975>

p. 35]. Consider how one might apply these definitions to Firm C if its

manager decides not to replace, and accordingly makes no provision to

replace, the unit sold. Strictly interpreted, since the manager's

decision violates a condition of each definition, the amount



distributable by Firm C is undefined. Such conditional definitions do

seem to limit the concept's applicability to dynamic businesses.

It is not clear that the authors intended such strict

interpretations, however, and there are other definitions that are less

restrictive in their wording. For example, Vancil and Weil [1976, p.

38] define distributable income in terms of the ability to maintain

physical capital, with no indication that maintenance or the intent to

maintain is a necessary part of the definition. Such an ability in the

case of Firm C would presumably be the year-end cost of $112, leaving $6

as the amount distributable. This conclusion is also consistent with

Hevsine's example [1981] where a year-end sale is not replaced.

Although no examples were found that explicitly defined

distributability in cases of growth, the analogous solution for Firm D

is a distributable income of $8. Changes prior to distribution were one

unit of inventory with a current cost of $112 plus $4 cash minus $108

debt, or an $8 growth in net operating capability. If no growth were

desired, Firm D could presumably borrow an additional $4 and distribute

$8, with postdistribution net growth of zero ($112 of inventory growth

less $112 debt). It does not seem necessary, however, for the amount

distributable to be actually distributed. [Sterling, 1979, pp. 70-75]

Preferring growth, Firm D could distribute any amount less than $8, but

the actual distribution would not reduce the amount that was

distributable as a result of operations in 19x1.

This interpretation presumes that the meaning of physical

distributability in cases of growth is consistent with its definition in

cases of shrinkage. To value Firm D's inventory growth at any amount
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other than +$112 would be inconsistent with valuing Firm C's shrinkage

at -$112, for which there are ample precedents as mentioned above. Any

different valuation would also be inconsistent with current-cost

accounting, which is unanimously advocated by proponents of physical

distributability. Given that inventory growth must be measured at $112

and the net monetary position has shrunk by $104, Firm D's distributable

income must be $8.

Operating Profit Revisited

Given that these interpretations are reasonable, it can be shown

that operating profit is also unreliable for dynamic businesses. Firm

D's distributable income is 33% more than Firm C's ($8 vs. $6), but

Firm D's operating profit is 75% less ($2 vs. $8). Firm D gets no

credit for buying low (presumably not an "operating" activity) but gets

charged $6 for additional holding costs (which presumably relate to

"operating" activities). "Operating profit" and the FASB's "current

cost income" tend to reward shrinkage and penalize growth.

The operating-holding dichotomy has no logical relationship with the

distributable-nondistributable dichotomy. Analysis of the latter

incicates that distributable income la not limited to the results of

operating activities. Distributable income is affected by operating

costs, by holding costs and by some "holding gains." Firm C lost by

holding less and Firm D gained by holding more when costs were

increasing. To report anything else would make no more sense than to

say that wise timing of purchases reduces profitability.
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COMPLEXITY AND RELIABILITY

The FASB has alleged that such anomalous results are caused by

deficiences in the concept of physical distributability and, further,

"The concept can be adapted to avoid this anomaly but only at the cost

of an increase in complexity" [1978, p. 35]. It has been demonstrated

above that the anomalous results are caused by the CDS rule rather than

the concept it is purported to represent. This section considers

whether resolution of these problems would necessitate an increase in

complexity. It is accepted here that, as suggested by Westwick [1980]

and Griffin [1982], simpler and less costly rules are desirable if they

yield "acceptable reliability" [FASB, 1979, p. 55]. The four preceding

cases are used to test the reliability of three simpler rules for

measuring cost of goods sold.

Relative Simplicity

The first two rules require calculation of the total quantity sold

during the period (Qs). "Average current cost" (the ACC rule) is used

as a simple approximation of the CDS rule [FASB, 1979, p. 114] and is

the only rule the FASB allows for calculating (current-cost)

depreciation expense [1979, p. 17]. The simplest specification is

ACC = Qs[(Cb + Ce)/2]

where Qb is beginning cost and Qe is ending cost. "Year-end cost" (the

YEC rule) is recommended for calculating depreciation expense by the

Sandilands Committee [1975, pp. 184-186], and Revsine suggests that it

might produce better predictions of future "distributable operating

flow" if used for inventories in some cases [1973, pp. 152-153]. It

might also produce better measurements of past distributable income.
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The specification is

YEC = QsCe.

The CDS rule is more complex because it requires calculations of

quantities sold and current costs for each day:

CDS = Sum(Qs,dCd).

Measuring quantities "sold" is not so simple when one considers problems

relating to quantities lost, damaged or stolen.

The third simplification is acceptable for practice in Australia:

Ideally, [cost of goods sold] would be the current cost at the time
of the sales transaction. Each sale would have its specific
current cost. In practice, specific identification will in many
cases not be possible. An approximation of current cost at the
time of sale may have to be accepted in its place.

[The approximation may be either of two end-of-period adjustments.]
The amount of this adjustment may be determined by recalculating
the opening inventory in terms of end-of-period current costs, or

by recalculating both the opening and closing inventories in terms
of average-for-the-period current costs. The corresponding credit
or debit, as the case may be, for this adjustment would be to the
current cost adjustment [capital maintenance] account. [ICAA/ASA,
1978 pp. 13-14]

The first of these adjustments is recommended by the Mathews Committee

because of its relative simplicity [1975, pp. 566-571]. Since it only

requires an adjustment to beginning inventory, it is referred to here as

the ABB rule:

ABB = QbCe + purchases - QeCe.

Since purchases and QeCe must be determined in any case, the ABB rule is

the simplest of those considered.
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Relative Reliability

It is especially significant, then, that the ABB rule is also the

most reliable in estimating distributable income:

Finn A B C D

Distributable Income 6 8 6 8

Estimation Rule Estimated Income - Distributable Income

CDS: 3um(Qs,dCd) +2 -2 +2 -6

ACC: Qs[(Cb + Ce)/2] + 6 +2 +6 -2

YEC: QsCe -4 -8

A3B: QbCb + purchases •- QeCe

The first three rules have the common characteristic of arbitrariness.

The CDS rule charges $110 regardless of actual replacement costs

(purchases) and without any regard for the higher cost of replacing

nonreplaced units. The ACC rule charges $106 and the YEC rule charges

$112, regardless of actual replacements or nonreplacement3. The first

three rules imply hypothetical costs, yielding "subjunctive gains and

losses" [Rosenfield, 1969], while ignoring relevant costs that were

actually incurred by the firms

.

One reason the ABB rule is reliable i3 that it charges the different

operations with different costs. Firms A and B are charged only with

their respective purchases, $112 and $108, because QbCe - QeCe = when

physical capital i3 maintained. Firm C is charged only for the one unit

of shrinkage, (Qb - Qe)Ce = $112, because there were no purchases. Firm

D is charged with purchases of $216 but also gets credit for one unit of

growth, (Qb - Qe)Ce = - (Qe - Qb)Ce = - $112. Full application of the

ABB rule is shown in Exhibit 3

•
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At first glance, it may seem incorrect to charge Firm D only $104

when the unit sold was replaced for $108. The explanation is that the

ABB rule is measuring the net effect of replacement and growth, which

includes a $4 distributable gain on the extra unit acquired. Some may

prefer to disaggregate these effects, and others may want to net the

gain with holding costs, but neither of these variations would have any

effect on the net amount distributable. The ABB rule, whether

aggregated or disaggregated, produces reliable estimates of

distributable income for all four firms

.

DERIVATION OF THE ABB RULE

The simple "approximation" is more reliable than the complex "ideal"

because the ABB rule is logically derivable from the concept of physical

capital and the CDS rule is not. As demonstrated below, each concept of

"capital" implies not only a concept of "income" but also a concept of

"expense."

Focus on Beginning "Capital"

Every meaningful concept of income is founded on some "benchmark"

[Egginton, 1980; Forker, 1980] or "zero-point" [Rosenfield, 1975] that

is either stated or implied by the way in which "beginning capital" is

defined. If one is not concerned about changes in the purchasing power

of money, "beginning capital" could be defined in terms of beginning

costs of resources held, QbCb. If QeCe = QbCb, then capital has been

maintained in terms of nominal dollars, and nothing else matters. On

the other hand, if one is concerned with specific purchasing power or

the ability to hold specific physical resources, "beginning capital"

would be defined in terms of ending costs, QbCe; physical capital has
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been maintained if QeCe = QbCe. The difference in the physical and

nominal concepts of income is the difference in the two concepts of

beginning capital: Qb(Ce - Cb). This difference is the amount that

capital would have to increase in terms of nominal dollars in order to

maintain physical capital, which is indicated as AMPC in Exhibit 4.

"Capital" Implies "Expense"

It is noteworty, then, that the specification for AMPC is identical

to "the corresponding credit" [ICAA/ASA, 1978, p. 14] of the ABB rule.

In a current-cost accounting system, "recalculating the opening balance

in terms of end-of-period current costs" [p. 14] would require a

reconciling credit of $24, Qb(Ce - Cb) = 2($112 - $100), to some kind of

capital account. The Mathews Report recommends the ABB rule only as a

simple approximation of the CDS rule [1975, pp. 690-694], but the

recommendation could also have been based on conceptual superiority.

The reasoning would be that each concept of beginning capital

implies its own concept of "expense" or "costs to match" in measuring

income. For any concept of income, the accounting period is charged

with "beginning inventory" plus purchases and credited with ending

inventory. If the benchmark is beginning nominal costs, "beginning

inventory" is defined as QbCb, and no adjustments are necessary. If the

benchmark is physical capital, "beginning inventory" is defined as QbCe,

which is "charged to the period" to determine whether purchases have

resulted in growth measured in a scale of ending cost per unit: (Qe -

Qb)Ce. If desired, one could also adjust purchases to ending specific

purchasing power, but this adjustment would have to be offset by a

"specific monetary purchasing-power adjustment," similar co the general
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monetary purchasing-power adjustment recommended by Statement of

Accounting Principles No. 3 [AICPA, 1969]. The latter adjustments

would not effect the net result, however, and would be unnecessary for

determining the net amount distributable.

Rules With No Benchmark?

Capital benchmarks implying or implied by the CDS, ACC or YEC rules

are more difficult to determine. The CDS rule seems to imply a moving

benchmark, one that depends on the quantity held on each previous day of

the accounting period, thus necessitating a series of "backlog

adjustments" if one wants a measurement relative to the beginning of the

period. Someone may wish to formulate these relationships sometime, but

the relevant point here is that none of the "holding gains" implied by

these rules is representative of a readily understandable "capital

adjustment," as Samuelson claims for the CDS rule [1980, p. 266].

SIGNIFICANCE OF CONCEPTUAL VALIDITY

The superior representativeness of the ABB rule is an example of

what might be achieved by giving more attention to the wording of

concepts to be represented by accounting disclosures. If a given

concept is 3tated with enough clarity, it should be possible to derive

measurement rules that are consistent with that concept.

If relevance of a concept is to be inferred from individuals ' usage

of accounting numbers or from correlations of those numbers with market

prices [FASB, 1981; Frishkoff, 1982; Griffin, 1982], it seems only fair

that the numbers should be produced by rules that have been validated

with respect to the concept they are intended to represent. This paper

does not prove that distributable income is relevant. It only attempts
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to show that the concept is not irrelevant in the two ways alleged by

the FAS8 [1978, pp. 35-36]. A user must understand a concept before

deciding whether it would be relevant: or irrelevant for a particular

purpose. Distinguishing concepts from rules is one way of making

concepts more understandable.

This distinction implies a somewhat different interpretation of the

characteristics of useful information than that provided by the FASB

[1980]. The FASB's necessary characteristics are relevance and

reliability. Reliability is the joint result of two subcharacteristics:

Reliability = Verifiability + Representational
Faithfulness [pp. 13-20].

A major weakness of this view is that the dependent term and both

independent terms have overlapping definitions:

Reliability. The quality of information that assures that

information is reasonably free from error and bias and faithfully
represents what it purports to represent.

Veriflability

.

The ability through consensus among measurers to

ensure that information represents what it purports to represent or

that the chosen method of measurement has been used without error
or bias.

Representational Faithfulness. Correspondence or agreement between
a measure or description and the phenomenon that it purports to

represent (sometimes called validity). [1980, p. xvi]

These definitions come close to saying the same thing three times, but

the most important point is that reliability is defined by two terms

that are not mutually exclusive.

The alternative approach of this paper is to view representativeness

of accounting outputs as dependent on two mutually exclusive

subcharacteristics:

Representativeness = Practical + Conceptual
Verifiability Validity.
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This is similar to the view described by Sterling [1970]. Practical

verifiability, with respect to the prescribed measurement rule, is the

responsibility of practicing accountants and auditors. Conceptual

validity of the prescribed rule is the responsibility of

standard-setters and accounting theorists.

An advantage of the latter view is that it calls attention to a

potential source of accounting errors that would not be discovered by a

normal audit . Accounting outputs cannot be relied upon to represent the

concept they are purported to represent unless the accounting rules have

been rigorously validated with respect to that concept. The preceding

analysis is only a sample of such validation with respect to the concept

of distributable income. It shows that fully verified accounting

outputs can be significantly misleading if they are produced by rules

that are conceptually invalid.

SUMMARY

Operating profit noticeably misrepresents distributable income under

conditions that are generally encountered in practice: when quantities

replaced exceed or fall short of quantities sold and, even if

replacements equal sales during the period, when date of replacement

leads or lags the date of sale. The reason is that operating profit is

a different concept and its dependency on the CDS rule makes it

unreliable as a representation of distributable income.

These findings indicate a need to reexamine past claims that assume

operating profit is either a synonym or a reliable surrogate for

distributable income. Operating profit is not entitled to benefits
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attributable to distributable income, and distributable income is not

responsible for the faults of operating profit.

IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH

The analysis itself has broader implications for the FASB's

"experiment" [1981] in accounting for changing prices. Inventories were

selected as the focus because, judging from the scarcity of works

indicating otherwise, inventories are considered to be the least likely

source of measurement problems. That analysis could be extended,

however, to problems that are more obvious. The FASB has acknowledged

that its current rules may deal inadequately with fixed assets and

monetary items [FASB, 1979, pp. 58-59, 62], problems also noted by

Chambers [1975] and Vancil and Weil [1976]. The FASB's decision not to

tamper with the rules may have been motivated by a desire for

simplicity, but it may also have been motivated by a reluctance to

deviate from the "operating profit" model.

Realizing that there is no valid relationship between that model and

the FASB's conceptual intent could encourage acceptance of or

development of measurement rules that are more consistent with the goal

of representing amounts that are physically distributable. For example,

why expect the ACC rule to be any more reliable for fixed assets than it

is for inventories? And why believe that monetary items have no effect

on operating capability just because they are not adjusted in the

"operating profit" model? Finally, there may be special problems for

inventories [Sterling, 1980, pp. 146-157] that could require a more

careful interpretation of the ABB rule than has been given above.

Perhaps May and Sundem [1976] are right that such issues 3hould have
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been investigated first, but now we can only hope that they are

investigated before the empirical research has ended. Otherwise, how

are we to interpret the empirical results? The major recommendation of

this paper is that more attention be given to testing the conceptual

validity of accounting rules. As this analysis indicates, conceptually

invalid accounting rules could be the most significant source of

misrepresentation in accounting disclosures.
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DATA FOR CASES ANALYZED

Finn

Beginning Balances

Inventory (2 units)

Capital, 12/31/XO

$200 $200 $200 $200

$200 $200 $200 $200

Transactions during 19X1

Receipt from sale of one unit on 10/31
Cash purchases*
Borrowing
Rent payments
Interest payments
Repayment of debt
General expenditures

Predistribution net cash flow

$150 $150 $150 $150
(112) (108) — (216)— 108 — 216

(12) (13) (12) (15)— (1) — (3)— (108) — (108)
(20) (20) (20) (20)

$6 $8 $118 $4

Ending Balances (predistribution)

Cash
Inventory (at current cost)

Debt

Capital, 12/31/X1

6 $ 8 $118 $ 4

224 224 112 336— — — (108)

$230 $232 $230 $232

*Inventory cost per unit:

12/31/XO $100
8/31/X1 $108
10/31/X1 $110
12/31/X2 $112

EXHIBIT 1
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OPERATING-HOLDING DICHOTOMY

Firm

Sales revenue
Cost of goods sold (CDS rule)

Rent expense
Interest expense
General expenses

Operating profit

Holding gain

Nominal business profit

22 26 22

A B C D

$150 $150 $150 $150
(110) (110) (110) (110)
(12) (13) (12) (15)— (1) — (3)
(20) (20) (20) (20)

30

$ 30 $ 32 $ 30 $ 32

EXHIBIT 2
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DISTRIBUTABLE-NONDISTRIBl'TABLE DICHOTOMY

Firm

Sales revenue

Cost of goods sold (ABB rule)

Rent expense
Interest expense
General expenses

Distributable income

Increased cost of maintaining
beginning operating capability

$150 $150 $150 $150

(112) (108) (112) (104)

(12) (13) (12) (15)— (1) — (3)

(20) (20) (20) (20)

6 8 6 8

24 24 24 24

Nominal change in capital $30 $ 32 $ 30 $ 32

EXHIBIT 3
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CAPITAL IMPLIES INCOME

Firm A

(1)

12/31/XO
actual

(2)

AMPC

(3)

12/31/Xl
if maintained

(4)

DI*

(5)

12/31/Xl
actual

Cash
Inventory
Capital

$200
$200

$24

$24
$224
$224

$6 $ 6

224

$230

Firm B

Cash
Inventory
Capital

$200
$200

$24

$24
$224
$224

$8 $ 8

224
$232

Firm C

Cash
Inventory
Capital

$200
$200

$24

$24

$224
$224

$118
(112)

$ 6

$118
112

$230

Firm D

Cash
Inventory
Debt

$200 $24

$24

$224
$ 4

112

(108)

$ 8

$ 4

336

(108)
Capital $200 $224 $232

*DI = distributable income = column (5) - column (3)

EXHIBIT 4
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